Tremendous Journey to Zoo
What is zoo? Where is zoo? What is the doing there? Like same lot of question asks the children his
facilitator.26 November 2012 is a memorable day of hundred slum child. They are visiting to Dhaka zoo
and meet the animal and enjoy the whole
day. The day was very claim and quite. It
was single day of winter. Children are come
from different slum area at Dhakkin khan,
Uttar khan, Askona, Halan area in Dhaka city.
They meet SOHAY office in 8.00 am. There
uniform was verities colour but there mind
was one colour, we look zoo. So much
curiosity is their eyes Children are come in
office SOHAY provide there green T-shirt and
green cap. When they put on t-shirt and cap
it was look like green wave. They stay half an
hour in office, all time they talk each other their inquisitive about zoo. There are talked beating my ear
like chirping noise of birds. They move to
bus make a green rally very discipline.
People look and enjoy their rally. After
sitting the bus facilitator provide them
cocolet and tissue paper. Bus move to zoo
children are singing. When they get to
khilket everybody feel very disgusting
because of strange jam. Some time Jam is
abstractly their enjoy. But everybody sings
a corus song (amra korbo joy) and enjoy.
After half an hour bus is rolling very slowly
and move to zoo.
When they reach to mirpur-1 it was time to 12.30 pm. Two facilitator drops on mirpur-1 receive food
from brand restaurant “Prince”. We reach
the zoo it was time to 12.40 P.M
everybody look like
ex-tremely bad
and illegible handwriting. After fresh
everybody take food and rest 15 minute.
Make a Several 15 group we visited cages
of animal, bird, snake. It was very
enjoyable. Most of the animals come from
different country we never look that
physically. But most of the cages are

unclean all of animal look like weedy there is no glimmer their feelings. When we finish our seeing they
discus random way most of the group pass money time of the monkey cages and talk about monkey
character and laugh some talk about giraffe crocodile and lion. Some of boy and girl are not happen
seeing winter guest birds. But totally watch was very overwhelmed with joy.
SOHAY is a not for profit non-government organization. It has started its programme activities in 2002
registered under Joint Stock Company and firms in 2004 and NGO Affair’s Bureau registration in
2007.SOHAY’s activities are focused to create skilled, disciplined, educated and self confident human
resources to eradicate poverty.
Since beginning SOHAY has tried
to empower people, enhance
basic knowledge & confidence.
Raise parent’s consciousness,
create women group.
Assist slums children to study at
Government primary school and
create a friendly educational
environment in slum area. Often
SOHAY is doing learning sessions
with children different child day.
This learning sessions is very
important and fruitful because of
slum parents are not able to
obtain money for their children
visiting important learning place. So SOHAY create an opportunity and comprehensive visit for slum
child. It is great opportunity for vulnerable child.



Moral think: Zoos are especially nice for teaching young children how to care for and respect all
living creatures.

